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Recommendation ITU-T Q.4103 

Hybrid peer-to-peer communications: Overlay management protocol 

1 Scope 

This Recommendation describes the overlay management protocol for hybrid peer-to-peer 

communications as follows: 

– protocol elements; 

– protocol messages and its parameters; 

– protocol behaviours including information flow. 

2 References 

The following ITU-T Recommendations and other references contain provisions that, through 

reference in this text, constitute provisions of this Recommendation. At the time of publication, the 

editions indicated were valid. All Recommendations and other references are subject to revision; 

users of this Recommendation are therefore encouraged to investigate the possibility of applying the 

most recent edition of the Recommendations and other references listed below. A list of the currently 

valid ITU-T Recommendations is regularly published. The reference to a document within this 

Recommendation does not give it, as a stand-alone document, the status of a Recommendation. 

[ITU-T Q.4100] Recommendation ITU-T Q.4100 (2020), Hybrid peer-to-peer communications: 

Functional architecture. 

[ITU-T Q.4101] Recommendation ITU-T Q.4101 (2021), Hybrid peer-to-peer communications: 

Tree and data recovery procedures. 

[IETF RFC 7159] IETF RFC 7159 (2014), The JavaScript Object Notation (JSON) Data 

Interchange Format. 

[IETF RFC 7231] IETF RFC 7231 (2014), Hypertext Transfer Protocol (HTTP/1.1): Semantics 

and Content. 

3 Definitions 

3.1 Terms defined elsewhere 

This Recommendation uses the following terms defined elsewhere: 

3.1.1 hybrid overlay network [ITU-T Q.4100]: A peer-to-peer overlay network in which 

participating peers exchange data using the pull and push method. The hybrid overlay network also 

provides a way to organize and maintain a tree-style path for pushing data to all peers without loops, 

as well as fetching data from other peers simultaneously. 

3.1.2 hybrid peer [ITU-T Q.4100]: A peer capable of exchanging data using mesh-based and tree-

based methods running over a hybrid overlay network. 

3.1.3 overlay network [b-ITU-T X.1162]: An overlay network is a virtual network that runs on 

top of another network. Like any other network, the overlay network comprises a set of nodes and 

links between them. Because the links are logical ones, they may correspond to many physical links 

of the underlying network. 

3.1.4 peer [b-ITU-T X.1161]: Communication node on a P2P network that functions 

simultaneously as both "client" and "server" to the other nodes on the network. 
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3.1.5 peer-to-peer (P2P) [b-ITU-T Y.2206]: A system is considered to be P2P if the nodes of the 

system share their resources in order to provide the service the system supports. The nodes in the 

system both provide services to other nodes and request services from other nodes. 

NOTE – Peer is the node in a P2P system. 

3.1.6 reference point [b-ITU-T Y.2012]: A conceptual point at the conjunction of two non-

overlapping functional entities that can be used to identify the type of information passing between 

these functional entities. 

3.2 Terms defined in this Recommendation 

None. 

4 Abbreviations and acronyms 

This Recommendation uses the following abbreviations and acronyms: 

FQDN Fully Qualified Domain Name 

HOMP Hybrid Overlay Management Protocol 

HON Hybrid Overlay Network 

HP2P Hybrid Peer-to-Peer 

IoT Internet of Things 

P2P Peer-to-Peer 

URI Uniform Resource Identifier 

5 Conventions 

Resource elements in clause 6.1 and fields of the message under clause 6.2 are encoded in JavaScript 

object notation (JSON) [IETF RFC 7159], and the grammar used in representing objects defined in 

this Recommendation is as follows: 

– "STRING", "BOOLEAN", "DICT", "LIST" and "NUMBER" types are used to indicate 

string, Boolean, dictionary, list and number, respectively;  

– An array of collective values are enclosed in brackets "[ ]" with values separated by commas ",";  

– Selective options are separated by a vertical bar " | ". 

6 Resource element types and message syntax of HOMP 

This clause describes the message formats for the hybrid overlay management protocol (HOMP). For 

extensibility, HOMP is a representational state transfer (REST) architecture [b-Fielding] and 

messages are encoded in JavaScript object notation (JSON) [IETF RFC 7159]. 

6.1 Resource elements 

This clause specifies the basic resource elements to be used for conveying information regarding the 

activities on the overlay network. 

6.1.1 OVERLAY_INFO 

The OVERLAY_INFO element include details about a hybrid overlay network (HON). This element 

contains overlay network attributes as shown in the following Table 6-1: 
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Table 6-1 – OVERLAY_INFO resource element 

Keyword Type Description 

overlay-id STRING overlay-id is an identifier for a specific HON. 

title STRING title is a human readable description on the HON. 

type STRING 
type indicates the type of the HON, and it should be one 

of 'core' or 'sub'. 

sub-type STRING 
sub-type indicates the shape of the overlay topology, and 

it should be one of 'tree' or 'mesh'. 

owner-id STRING 
owner-id indicates the peer identifier who created the 

HON. 

expires NUMBER 
expires indicates the time that the HON will be removed 

in seconds. 

status OVERLAY_STATUS 

status indicates the status of the HON such as the number 

of peers, peer list, and human readable status like 'active', 

'terminated', etc. 

description STRING 
descriptions provide more detailed information regarding 

the HON. 

heartbeat-interval NUMBER 
heartbeat-interval indicates the interval for checking the 

aliveness of peers. 

heartbeat-timeout NUMBER 
heartbeat-timeout indicates when a peer decides a 

corresponding peer is no longer alive.  

auth OVERLAY_AUTH 
auth includes the authentication information to be used 

for access control to the HON. 

cr-policy CR_POLICY 
cr-policy includes caching and recovery policies for the 

tree and data recovery policies of the HON. 

trans-policy TRANS_POLICY 
trans-policy includes policy regarding data broadcasting 

floor control. 

6.1.2 PEER_INFO 

The PEER_INFO element includes details about peer information such as peer identifier, the network 

address and authentication information as shown in the following Table 6-2. 

Table 6-2 – PEER_INFO resource element 

Keyword Type Description 

peer-id STRING peer-id includes the identifier of a hybrid peer. 

Address STRING 
Address includes the network address that another peer is 

able to access. 

auth PEER_AUTH 
auth includes authentication information needed for 

establishing a connection among peers. 

6.1.3 OVERLAY_AUTH 

The OVERLAY_AUTH element includes authentication details for managing the overlay network 

as shown in the following Table 6-3. This element is used for creating and manipulating the attributes 

of a hybrid overlay network. 
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Table 6-3 – OVERLAY_AUTH resource element 

Keyword Type Description 

type STRING 
type indicates whether it is public or not. If it is public, this value is 'open', 

if not, it is 'closed'. 

admin_key STRING 
admin_key includes the encrypted key phrase for managing the hybrid 

overlay network. This is used only by the owner of this HON. 

access_key STRING 
access_key includes the encrypted key phrase for accessing the hybrid 

overlay network. This value is valid when type is 'closed'. 

peerlist LIST[STRING] 

peerlist includes the list of peer identifiers that have access grants. This 

value is valid when type is 'closed'. The listed peer can access the HON 

without an access_key. 

6.1.4 OVERLAY_STATUS 

The OVERLAY_STATUS element includes information to express the status of a hybrid overlay 

network as shown in following Table 6-4. It provides the number of peers within a particular HON, 

the list of peers and its status. 

Table 6-4 – OVERLAY_STATUS resource element 

Keyword Type Description 

num_peers NUMBER num_peers indicates the number of peers of the HON. 

peer_info_list LIST[PEER_INFO] 
peer_info_list includes the information of peers such as peer 

identifier, network address, etc. 

status STRING 
status includes human readable information regarding the status of 

the HON, such as 'active', 'terminated' and so on. 

6.1.5 PEER_STATUS 

The PEER_STATUS element represents the status of a peer such as the number of primary / candidate 

path and the cost map that describes the routing path with other peers in detail as shown in the 

following Table 6-5.  

Table 6-5 – PEER_STATUS resource element 

Keyword Type Description 

num_primary NUMBER 
num_primary indicates the number of current primary paths of 

the peer. 

num_out_candidate NUMBER 
num_out_candidate indicates the number of current secured 

outgoing candidate paths of the peer. 

num_in_candidate NUMBER 
num_in_candidate indicates the number of incoming candidate 

paths of the peer. 

costmap PEER_COSTMAP costmap includes details on the routing path of the peer. 

6.1.6 PEER_COSTMAP 

The PEER_COSTMAP element includes details on the paths to adjacent peers of the peer as shown 

in the following Table 6-6. 
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Table 6-6 – PEER_COSTMAP resource element 

Keyword Type Description 

primary LIST 
primary includes the list of peer identifiers that are connected as a 

primary path. 

outgoing_candidate LIST 
outgoing_candidate includes the list of peer identifiers connected as 

candidate paths initiated by this peer. 

incoming_candidate LIST 
incoming_candidate includes the list of peer identifiers connected as 

candidate paths initiated by remote peers. 

6.1.7 PEER_AUTH 

The PEER_AUTH element includes authentication information for establishing a path with the peer 

as shown in the following Table 6-7. This is for preventing DoS attacks rather than authorization. 

Table 6-7 – PEER_AUTH resource element 

Keyword Type Description 

password STRING password includes a key phrase for authenticating an incoming connection 

request. The key phrase consists of alpha-numeric characters only. 

NOTE – The password is randomly generated whenever the hybrid peer instance is initiated 

6.1.8 CR_POLICY 

This resource element represents the caching and recovery policy of the overlay network, and all 

participating peer is required to obey this rule. The detailed parameters are described in Table 6-8. 

Table 6-8 – CR_POLICY resource element 

Keyword Type Description 

mN_Cache NUMBER 

mN_Cache includes the number of messages to be cached. Each peer 

should make the circular queue bigger than this value. If this value is 0, the 

circular queue is not maintained. That is, the data recovery function is not 

provided.  

mD_Cache NUMBER 
mD_Cache includes the minimum duration in seconds that each peer 

should maintain for each cached data. 

recovery-by STRING 
recovery-by parameter is used when creating an overlay network requiring 

lost data recovery. The value will be one of "push" or "pull". 

6.2 Messages syntaxes 

This clause describes the messages for managing a hybrid overlay network to be used in the reference 

point R1 that is specified in [ITU-T Q.4100]. In the body of an HTTP request/response message, the 

following notation is used for representing the requirements on the specific parameter. 

– m: mandatory 

– o: optional 

– c: conditional mandatory; requirement on the parameter depends on the context of the 

message usages. 

Since the hybrid overlay management protocol runs on top of the HTTP [IETF RFC 7231], it obeys 

the semantics and syntaxes of the HTTP if not specifically described in this Recommendation.  
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6.2.1 HybridOverlayCreation  

This HybridOverlayCreation primitive is used for creating a new hybrid overlay network. Table 6-9 

describes the syntax of the request message. 

Table 6-9 – Request message syntax for HybridOverlayCreation 

HTTP method 
POST 

HTTP URI 
http://[HOMS-FQDN]:[port]/homs 

BODY overlay_info  

 

OVERLAY_INFO 

keyword type m/o 

title STRING m 

type STRING m 

sub-type STRING m 

owner-id STRING m 

expires NUMBER o 

description STRING m 

heartbeat-interval NUMBER m 

heartbeat-timeout NUMBER m 

auth OVERLAY_AUTH m 

cr-policy CR-POLICY o 

– If the expires field is not specified, it assumes it as 86 400 seconds (one day). 

– For preventing heartbeat storming, heartbeat-interval shall be bigger than 5 seconds, and 

heartbeat-timeout shall be bigger than heartbeat-interval x 3 seconds. 

– If cr-policy is not present, it means that the HON does not support data recovery. 

– If auth is not present, the HON is open to the public. 

Table 6-10 describes the syntax of the response for HybridOverlayCreation. 
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Table 6-10 – Response message syntax for HybridOverlayCreation 

HTTP 

response code 

rsp_code 

BODY 
overlay 

 

OVERLAY_INFO 

keyword type m/o 

overlay-id STRING m 

type STRING m 

sub-type STRING m 

owner-id STRING m 

expires NUMBER m 

heartbeat-interval NUMBER m 

heartbeat-timeout NUMBER m 

auth OVERLAY_AUTH c 

cr-policy CR-POLICY c 

c: If the parameter is present in the request message, this parameter must be included. 

– rsp_code indicates the result of the request. If successful, this is 200, and it uses the 

appropriate HTTP response code if it fails. 

– overlay-id is an identifier that is created by HOMS for the creation request. 

6.2.2 HybridOverlayQuery 

This HybridOverlayQuery primitive is used for querying detailed information of a hybrid overlay 

network. Table 6-11 describes the syntax of the request. 

Table 6-11 – Request message syntax for HybridOverlayQuery 

HTTP method 
GET 

HTTP URI 
http://[HOMS-FQDN]:[port]/homs 

URI params 
 

URI params 

keyword type m/o 

overlay-id STRING o 

title STRING o 

description STRING o 

– If no params in the HTTP uniform resource identifier (URI), HOMS returns the list of HONs. 

– If description parameter is present, the HOMS returns the list of HONs that contains the 

keyword within the description of HON. 

– If title parameter is present, the HOMS returns the list of HONs that contains the keyword 

within the title of HON. 

Table 6-12 describes the syntax of the response for HybridOverlayQuery. 
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Table 6-12 – Response message syntax for HybridOverlayQuery 

HTTP 

response code 
rsp_code 

BODY overlay[] 

 

OVERLAY_INFO 

keyword type m/o 

overlay-id STRING m 

title STRING m 

type STRING m 

sub-type STRING m 

owner-id STRING m 

expires STRING m 

status OVERLAY_STATUS m 

description STRING o 

auth OVERLAY_AUTH m 

cr-policy CR_POLICY c 

trans_policy TRANS_POLICY o 

– If the cr-policy of the hybrid overlay network is present, it is included in the response 

message. 

– rsp_code indicates the result of the request. If successful, this is 200, and it uses the 

appropriate HTTP response code if it fails. 

– In the HTTP body, HOMS returns the list of OVERLAY_INFO resource elements. 

6.2.3 HybridOverlayModification 

This HybridOverlayModification primitive is used for modifying the attributes of a hybrid overlay 

network. Table 6-13 describes the syntax of the request. By using this primitive, an owner of the HON 

is capable of modifying the title, description, expires and auth. 
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Table 6-13 – Request message syntax for HybridOverlayModification 

HTTP method PUT 

HTTP URI http://[HOMS-FQDN]:[port]/homs 

BODY overlay  

 

OVERLAY_INFO 

keyword type m/o 

overlay-id STRING m 

title STRING o 

owner-id STRING m 

expires NUMBER o 

description STRING o 

auth OVERLAY_AUTH m 

trans_policy TRANS_POLICY o 

– In the auth parameter, admin-key is mandatory, and access-key and peerlist are optional. 

Table 6-14 describes the syntax of the response for HybridOverlayModification. 

Table 6-14 – Response message syntax for HybridOverlayModification 

HTTP 

response code 
rsp_code 

BODY overlay 

 

OVERLAY_INFO 

keyword type m/o 

overlay-id STRING m 

title STRING c 

owner-id STRING m 

expires NUMBER o 

description STRING c 

auth OVERLAY_AUTH m 

– If description is present in the attributes of the hybrid overlay network, it is included in the 

response message. 

– rsp_code indicates the result of the request. If successful, this is 200, and it uses the 

appropriate HTTP response code if it fails. 

– In the auth parameter, admin-key, access-key and peerlist are mandatory if the attributes are 

present for the HON. 
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6.2.4 HybridOverlayRemoval 

This HybridOverlayRemoval primitive is used for removing a particular hybrid overlay network. 

Table 6-15 describes the syntax of the request.  

Table 6-15 – Request message syntax for HybridOverlayRemoval 

HTTP method DELETE 

HTTP URI http://[HOMS-FQDN]:[port]/homs 

BODY overlay 

 

OVERLAY_INFO 

keyword type m/o 

overlay-id STRING m 

owner-id STRING m 

auth OVERLAY_AUTH m 

– In the auth parameter, admin-key is mandatory. 

Table 6-16 describes the syntax of the response for HybridOverlayModification. 

Table 6-16 – Response message syntax for HybridOverlayRemoval 

HTTP 

response code 
rsp_code 

BODY overlay 

 

OVERLAY_INFO 

keyword type m/o 

overlay-id STRING m 

– rsp_code indicates the result of the request. If successful, this is 200, and it uses the 

appropriate HTTP response code if it fails. 

6.2.5 HybridOverlayJoin 

This HybridOverlayJoin primitive is used for joining an existing hybrid overlay network. Table 6-17 

describes the syntax of the request. 
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Table 6-17 – Request message syntax for HybridOverlayJoin 

HTTP method POST 

HTTP URI http://[HOMS-FQDN]:[port]/peer 

BODY overlay  

 OVERLAY_INFO 

keyword type m/o 

overlay-id STRING m 

type STRING m 

sub-type STRING m 

expires NUMBER o 

auth OVERLAY_AUTH o 

recovery BOOLEAN o 

ticket-id STRING o 

peer 

 

PEER_INFO 

keyword type m/o 

peer-id STRING m 

address STRING m 

auth PEER_AUTH m 

– If there is no refresh before the timer, specified in the expires parameter and the fields, the 

peer will be removed from the HON.  

– When the requesting peer is already in the hybrid overlay network, recovery parameter is set 

to be true. 

– When the requesting peer sends this message for refresh or recovery, ticket-id parameter must 

be present. That is, if the peer is already a member of the HON, this value must be embedded 

in the request message. 

Table 6-18 describes the syntax of the response for HybridOverlayJoin. 
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Table 6-18 – Response message syntax for HybridOverlayJoin 

HTTP 

response code 
rsp_code 

BODY overlay 

 

OVERLAY_INFO 

keyword type m/o 

overlay-id STRING m 

type STRING m 

sub-type STRING m 

expires NUMBER m 

status OVERLAY_STATUS m 

trans_policy TRANS_POLICY o 

– rsp_code indicates the result of the request. If successful, this is 200, and it uses the 

appropriate HTTP response code if it fails. 

– overlay-id is an identifier that is created by HOMS for the creation request. 

6.2.6 HybridOverlayReport 

This HybridOverlayReport primitive is used for reporting the status of a peer. Table 6-19 describes 

the syntax of the request. 

Table 6-19 – Request message syntax for HybridOverlayReport 

HTTP method POST 

HTTP URI http://[HOMS-FQDN]:[port]/peer/report 

BODY overlay 

 

OVERLAY_INFO 

keyword type m/o 

overlay-id string m 

peer 

 

PEER_INFO 

keyword type m/o 

peer-id string m 

auth PEER_AUTH m 

 status 

 

PEER_STATUS 

keyword type m/o 

status PEER_STATUS m 

Table 6-20 describes the syntax of the response for HybridOverlayReport. 
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Table 6-20 – Response message syntax for HybridOverlayReport 

HTTP 

response code 
rsp_code 

BODY overlay 

 

OVERLAY_INFO 

keyword type m/o 

overlay-id STRING o 

– rsp_code indicates the result of the request. If successful, this is 200, and it uses appropriate 

HTTP response code if it fails. 

– If overlay-id is not included, overlay is also emitted. That is, the HTTP body of the response 

may be empty. 

6.2.7 HybridOverlayRefresh 

This HybridOverlayRefresh primitive is used for continuous stay in the overlay network by a peer. A 

peer needs to send this message periodically to prevent it from being removed from the peer list of a 

specific overlay network due to timeout. Table 6-21 describes the syntax of the request. 

Table 6-21 – Request message syntax for HybridOverlayRefresh 

HTTP method PUT 

HTTP URI http://[HOMS-FQDN]:[port]/peer 

BODY overlay  

 OVERLAY_INFO 

keyword type m/o 

overlay-id STRING m 

expires NUMBER o 

auth OVERLAY_AUTH o 

peer  

  

PEER_INFO 

keyword type m/o 

peer-id STRING m 

address STRING m 

auth PEER_AUTH m 

Table 6-22 describes the syntax of the response for HybridOverlayRefresh.  
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Table 6-22 – Response message syntax for HybridOverlayRefresh 

HTTP 

response code 
rsp_code 

BODY overlay 

 

OVERLAY_INFO 

keyword type m/o 

overlay-id STRING m 

expires NUMBER m 

peer 

 

PEER_INFO 

keyword type m/o 

peer-id STRING m 

– rsp_code indicates the result of the request. If successful, this is 200, and it uses the 

appropriate HTTP response code if it fails. 

6.2.8 HybridOverlayLeave 

This HybridOverlayLeave primitive is used for leaving an overlay network explicitly for graceful 

leaving. If a peer leaves without sending this message, HOMS will remove it after a timeout or another 

peer can detect the disconnection of the primary path with the leaving peer. If the peer detects the 

event, it initiates the tree recovery procedures specified in [ITU-T Q.4101]. On successful recovery 

of the network, each peer sends a HybridOverlayReport message to HOMS. 

Table 6-23 describes the syntax of the request. 
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Table 6-23 – Request message syntax for HybridOverlayLeave 

HTTP method DELETE 

HTTP URI http://[HOMS-FQDN]:[port]/peer 

BODY overlay 

 

OVERLAY_INFO 

keyword type m/o 

overlay-id STRING m 

auth OVERLAY_AUTH c 

peer 

 

PEER_INFO 

keyword type m/o 

peer-id STRING m 

auth PEER_AUTH m 

– If the overlay network is public, auth field is not included. 

Table 6-24 describes the syntax of the response for HybridOverlayLeave.  

Table 6-24 – Response message syntax for HybridOverlayLeave 

HTTP 

response code 
rsp_code 

BODY overlay 

 

OVERLAY_INFO 

keyword type m/o 

overlay-id STRING m 

– rsp_code indicates the result of the request. If successful, this is 200, and it uses the 

appropriate HTTP response code if it fails. 

7 Protocol operations and information flows 

The hybrid overlay management protocol (HOMP) consists of two parts; hybrid overlay network 

management and hybrid overlay peer management.  

7.1 Hybrid overlay network management 

This clause describes the functionalities for managing a hybrid overlay network such as creation, 

query, modification and deletion. 
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7.1.1 Creation of hybrid overlay network 

As shown in Figure 7-1, a peer sends the HybridOverlayCreation request message to HOMS to create 

a new hybrid overlay network. The peer keeps ownership of the network, and it has the privilege to 

update or delete it.  

 

Figure 7-1 – Information flow for hybrid overlay network creation 

1 A peer sends a HybridOverlayCreation request message to create a HON and uses a 

parameter of message defined in clause 6 to specify the properties of an overlay network. 

2 The HOMS receiving the HybridOverlayCreation message creates the requested HON, and 

when successfully created, transmits the network attribute information including the newly 

issued overlay-id to the peer through a 200 OK response. 

7.1.2 Query of hybrid overlay network  

When a user wants to get the list of the overlay network with details, the user sends 

HybridOverlayQuery messages to HOMS. This clause describes the operational procedures for 

querying the details on a specific hybrid overlay network that is already created by any peer as 

specified in clause 7.1.1, as shown in Figure 7-2. 

 

Figure 7-2 – Information flow for hybrid overlay network query 

1 A peer sends a HybridOverlayQuery request message to HOMS, and this request message 

can contain keywords to be queried such as overlay-id, title, description, etc.  

2 The HOMS receiving the HybridOverlayQuery message returns the requested information 

within the body of the 200 OK response. If there is no keyword in the URI parameter of the 

request message, HOMS returns the list of the current available overlay networks.  
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7.1.3 HybridOverlayModification 

This clause describes the operational procedures for modifying the details on a specific hybrid overlay 

network. Figure 7-3 shows the information flow for the modification of a hybrid overlay network. 

 

Figure 7-3 – Information flow for hybrid overlay network modification 

1 A peer sends a HybridOverlayModification request message to HOMS to modify attributes 

of a specific overlay network. The overlay network owner is able to modify the description, 

title, expires and auth. 

NOTE – The updated information is reflected immediately by HOMS but does not take effects from already 

joined peers. On periodic refreshing by a peer, peers will receive the latest information.  

2 The HOMS receiving the HybridOverlayModification message returns details of the overlay 

network to check the modification result by the peer. 

7.1.4 HybridOverlayRemoval 

This clause describes the operational procedures for removing a specific hybrid overlay network by 

an owner. Figure 7-4 shows the information flow for removing a hybrid overlay network by an owner. 

 

Figure 7-4 – Information flow for hybrid overlay network removal 

1 A peer sends a HybridOverlayRemoval request message to HOMS to remove a specific 

overlay network explicitly.  

2 The HOMS receiving the HybridOverlayRemoval message returns the 200 OK messages. 

NOTE 1 – This operation just removes information in HOMS, and HOMS does not notify the event to the 

peers of the overlay network. When a peer refreshes its status, it will find out that the overlay network is no 

longer valid. However, the implementation or service is dependent on whether the HON is leaving the network 

or not. 

NOTE 2 – When the lifetime of the overlay network is expired, HOMS removes the overlay network 

information silently. If the owner wants to extend the lifetime, it updates by using the 

HybridOverlayModification message. 
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7.2 Hybrid overlay peer management 

This clause describes the procedures related to a peer's activity such as join, leave, report and refresh. 

7.2.1 HybridOverlayJoin 

This clause describes the operational procedures for joining an overlay network by a peer. It is 

assumed that the peer has an overlay-id to join an overlay network, and it can be acquired by the use 

of the HybridOverlayQuery message specified in clause 7.1.2 of this Recommendation. Figure 7-5 

shows the information flow for joining into an existing hybrid overlay network. 

 

Figure 7-5 – Information flow for hybrid overlay network join 

1 A peer sends a HybridOverlayJoin request message to HOMS to join a specific overlay 

network. In the request message, it includes the overlay-id as well as the peer information as 

specified in clause 6.2.5 of this Recommendation. 

2 The HOMS receiving the HybridOverlayRemoval message returns the 200 OK message with 

a peer list that contains the entry peer list as specified in clause 6.2.5. 

7.2.2 HybridOverlayReport 

This clause describes the operational procedures for reporting the status of a peer. When a peer detects 

an event to be reported to HOMS, it sends a HybridOverlayReport message. The reported information 

is used to optimize and analyse the overlay network. HOMS can figure out the structure of CoreTree 

by using aggregated reports from many peers simultaneously. The types of events include the 

following but are not limited: 

– changes of primary/candidate path; 

– attachment of a new application on the peer; 

– etc. 

Figure 7-6 shows information flows for reporting peer's status to HOMS. 
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Figure 7-6 – Information flow for hybrid overlay network report 

1 A peer sends a HybridOverlayReport request message to HOMS to report the status of the 

peer.  

2 The HOMS receiving the HybridOverlayReport message returns a 200 OK message with 

overlay information as specified in clause 6.2.6.  

7.2.3 HybridOverlayRefresh 

This clause describes the operational procedures for a peer's prolong joining to a specific HON and 

updating the application attachment to the peer. When a peer joins a HON, there is a lifetime for the 

join that is specified in the expire parameter of the response message. When the lifetime expires, the 

peer is excluded from the overlay network. In order to keep the join, the peer needs to send a 

HybridOverlayRefresh message periodically before the expiration. In addition, it needs to also report to 

HOMS on any attachment of a new data prosumer application such as Internet of things (IoT), 

multimedia, blockchain, etc. 

Figure 7-7 shows the information flow for refreshing the peer's joining to a specific HON. 

 

Figure 7-7 – Information flow for hybrid overlay network refresh 

1 A peer sends a HybridOverlayRefresh request message to HOMS to refresh the status of the 

peer.  

2 The HOMS receiving the HybridOverlayRefresh message returns a 200 OK message with 

the overlay information as specified in clause 6.2.7. On sending the response, the HOMS 

extends the lifetime of the peer's joining and embeds the updated lifetime into the expires 

parameter in the overlay information. 

7.2.4 HybridOverlayLeave 

This clause describes the operational procedures for leaving a HON by a peer explicitly. These 

procedures are performed after the peer release peer relationship with other peers. On receiving this 

request, HOMS remove the peer from the overlay network immediately. If a peer leaves without these 
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procedures, it will remain in the overlay network for the time being before its expiration, and HOMS 

will provide the peer's information to another peer's HybridOverlayJoin request. However, other peers 

do not make a connection with this peer and it causes no problem. Furthermore, peers connected with 

the ungracefully leaving peer detects the disconnection with the peer and the HON gets recovered 

immediately as specified in [ITU-T Q.4101]. 

Figure 7-8 shows the information flow for leaving a specific HON by a peer. 

 

Figure 7-8 – Information flow for hybrid overlay network leave 

1 A peer sends a HybridOverlayLeave request message to HOMS to leave a specific HON. On 

sending this request, the request message includes the PEER_AUTH elements for 

authenticating the peer by HOMS.  

2 The HOMS receiving the HybridOverlayLeave message returns the 200 OK message, and 

removes the peer from the HON. 
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